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Abstract 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a set of best practices for 
organizing enterprise IT resources to support dynamic, flexible business 
processes. As an architectural approach, SOA is inherently platform, 
technology, and protocol neutral, so how well leading platform vendors 
are able to tell an accurate SOA story, while nevertheless seeking to 
promote their own platforms, is an interesting question.  
 
It’s important to emphasize that it’s reasonable for any vendor to seek 
to explain how their offerings support their customers’ architecture 
efforts. SOA, however, sets the bar particularly high, as a core aspect of 
SOA is organizing heterogeneous resources to better support agile 
process requirements. It is important, therefore, to contrast how well 
platform vendors, and in particular Microsoft and IBM, position their 
offerings to support their customers’ efforts to deal with their inherent 
heterogeneity, without requiring them to solve heterogeneity problems 
by moving to a single vendor platform. 
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I. Overview 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) presents both an opportunity and a 
challenge to the software industry like none other in recent history. On the one 
hand, SOA has been the top enterprise software bandwagon to jump on for the 
last four years or so, but on the other hand, many vendors have struggled to tell 
the proper SOA story for their products in a way that leads to increased sales and 
customer satisfaction. The reason SOA presents such a formidable challenge is 
at once both subtle and obvious. SOA is architecture—it is a set of best practices 
enterprises follow to organize their IT resources to meet the needs of the 
business. SOA, however, is not, and never will be, a set of product features.  

The fact that SOA is architecture redoubles the challenges software vendors face 
today. Building world-class software products, after all, is extraordinarily difficult. 
New enterprise-class products can take thousands of person-hours to create, so 
established vendors must look for a way to leverage older technologies in new 
products. As a result, they must deal with older, legacy code weighing down their 
offerings. When a new approach like SOA comes along and stirs the pot, every 
vendor wants to take advantage of the opportunity, yet they all struggle with the 
same two issues— developing new technology and revamping existing products, 
all the while solving increasingly more complex customer problems. All this 
product development takes time, money, and vision. 

Regardless of how good the resulting products are, for each vendors’ customers 
to be successful with SOA, the tools themselves are not sufficient to guarantee a 
successful SOA implementation. Customers need best practices, so vendors 
should give them practices, approaches, and methodologies for the use of their 
software. For example, building loosely coupled Services is a SOA best practice 
(or more accurately, a set of best practices)—but it’s easier said than done. It 
requires specific best practices related to Service contract creation and 
management, content based routing and transformations, SOA governance, 
quality, management, and more. Essentially, for a software product to help 
enable SOA, it must provide SOA infrastructure capabilities in a way that 
companies can truly leverage in their SOA initiatives, along with best practices for 
how to use the products to achieve the business goals of the architecture. 

To get a better sense of how different vendors are approaching the challenge 
that SOA represents, this White Paper contrasts IBM’s and Microsoft’s approach 
to SOA. The reason why we selected these vendors is not because they represent 
the only viable offerings in the space, but rather because they have very different 
approaches in the marketplace at large that affect how they approach SOA. 
Microsoft and IBM compete for both market and mindshare within enterprise IT 
for SOA infrastructure, management, and governance, but they take different 
routes toward building SOA-focused customer value that impact their SOA 
stories. 

Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides 
trusted advice and critical insight into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the 
movement to XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT 
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distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
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IBM and Microsoft: Contrasting Approaches to SOA 

IBM’s core strength lies in its long history of providing enterprise and legacy 
software infrastructure including middleware, databases, systems management, 
enterprise software development, and other enterprise infrastructure offerings. 
Beyond their core software sweet spots, IBM augments its value proposition with 
one of the leading global professional services organizations. Microsoft’s core 
strength, in contrast, is their focus on desktop and server operating systems and 
productivity software with an emphasis on knowledge workers and developer 
productivity. Microsoft adds to this value proposition with strengths in online 
networks to build out a Software as a Service (SaaS) strategy for organizations of 
all sizes.  

This paper will settle no arguments about the relative strengths and weaknesses 
of these vendors overall, nor does it argue the merits of the overall perspectives 
of these vendors. Rather, it will place such issues into the context of SOA. This 
paper’s analysis, therefore, focuses on evaluating Microsoft’s strengths and 
weaknesses versus IBM in the areas of market message and product capabilities 
for SOA, keeping in mind that SOA consists of a set of enterprise best practices, 
and therefore no vendor can truly offer SOA to its customers. Instead, the best a 
vendor can do is offer products and services that help its customers implement 
SOA successfully. As a result, software products play an important, but 
fundamentally supporting role in each vendor’s SOA story. 

II. Vendor Perspectives on Core SOA Concepts 

To understand the context for SOA for each of these vendors, it is important to 
understand their core SOA stories, and how these stories fit into each vendor’s 
overall messaging to the market.  

Microsoft’s Fundamental Perspective and Messages on SOA 

Microsoft sees SOA as a network-centric architectural pattern in which Microsoft 
technologies, such as Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), serve as the 
unifying infrastructure backbone and in which Web Services is the primary 
implementation. The idea of the “Services Network” is a network-centric view of 
architecture, that envisions SOA as an accumulation of Service assets running on 
a network. Focusing on Service exposure and on how the network behaves is 
Microsoft’s primary perspective in which they view SOA. 

At the root of this perspective is the core conceptual offering of the “Well 
Enabled Service,” which serves as guidance for how Microsoft technologies and 
implementations provide core Service capabilities. Microsoft combines the SOA 
message with that of Web 2.0 and mashups, in addition to Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS). Microsoft’s “Software + Services” strategy further illustrates their 
network-centric perspective on SOA, because of its focus on delivering software 
capabilities over the Internet. From this perspective, either enterprise software 
capabilities or SaaS offerings can deliver on the benefits of SOA. Microsoft’s 
“Managed Network Mashup” concept reinforces this perspective, in which 
mashups, a browser-neutral metaphor for SOA, consist of compositions of 
Services at the browser level. 

The predominant marketing message coming from Microsoft about SOA, 
however, is that SOA is another name for Web Services-based integration. 
Microsoft conflates Web Services integration best practices with SOA practices, 
going so far as calling Web Services integration “Real World SOA.” To that end, 
Microsoft uses the term “SOA” to refer to network-centric Web Services 
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integration, in opposition to how the rest of the market defines SOA as an aspect 
of Enterprise Architecture, rather than standards-based integration. 

Microsoft, therefore, has not adequately differentiated its architectural and Web 
Services messaging. While many people within Microsoft acknowledge the 
difference between Web Services and SOA, their outward-facing marketing 
message continues to combine and confuse the two concepts. This confusion is 
most apparent in their discussions of how the WCF and their core software stack 
focus on the ability to create Web Services rapidly in the most productive and 
high performance manner rather than in facilitating continual business change in 
heterogeneous environments.  

The Evolving SOA Message at Microsoft 

Control over the SOA message within Microsoft bounced from department to 
department for a long time, and the result is evident: a fractured, technology-
specific message that does not have pervasive visibility throughout the 
organization. Recently, however, Microsoft has seen the significance of the 
broader SOA movement, and is now treating SOA with more importance, 
although it remains to be seen how consistent and holistic the message will be 
across Microsoft.  

More importantly, Microsoft continues to struggle with their heterogeneity story. 
For Microsoft, development and exposure of Services are basically the same, as 
they don’t really have tools for exposing non-Microsoft legacy capabilities per se. 
They do work with partners for legacy enablement, but they have no real 
differentiator in the legacy integration space. Microsoft has some capabilities for 
mainframe integration, but offers no software on the mainframe or other legacy 
systems other than Microsoft-based systems for supporting Service 
implementations. 

Like most other SOA platform providers, Microsoft software can consume any 
Web Service, and to that end, Microsoft sees the Web Services (WS-*) stack of 
standards as the key to heterogeneous support. However, implementations must 
run on the Microsoft platform, even when it’s possible to interact and 
interoperate with Services that are running on non-Microsoft platforms. 

IBM’s Perspective and Fundamental Messages on SOA 

Over the course of the past decade, IBM produced several definitions of SOA, 
including the following: SOA is a business-centric IT architectural approach that 
supports integrating your business as linked, repeatable business tasks, or 
Services. They apply this definition at every aspect of the SOA continuum, from 
departmental projects to enterprise-wide initiatives. This focus on supporting 
SOA initiatives from the most basic to the most mature is what IBM refers to as 
the “Smart SOA” approach. 

IBM sees SOA as a business-focused architectural pattern that has equal 
emphasis on people, process, information, reuse, and connectivity, which they 
refer to as “SOA Entry Points.” These Entry Points comprise a Service lifecycle 
that includes model, assemble, deploy, and manage phases. IBM bases the core 
aspects of their methodology and professional services offerings on a 
governance and best practices foundation that addresses this Service lifecycle. 
The entry points, the Service lifecycle, and the associated business value of the 
architecture constitutes their SOA story, focusing on the value of SOA and 
extensibility of SOA across the business. 

Neither the network nor Service exposure plays a central role in IBM’s SOA 
messaging. Instead, IBM holistically applies their consulting, software, and 
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hardware offerings to the SOA message. Furthermore, IBM does not mandate 
any requirement or dependency on Web Services within their SOA message. In 
fact, IBM’s Web Services story is at a lower level, technology-focused aspect that 
is not directly relevant to the higher level SOA message. As a result, none of their 
high-level SOA messaging is Web Services dependent, nor do they confuse the 
concepts of Web Services integration and SOA in their messaging. IBM’s position 
is that some customers may not be ready to undertake true SOA projects, and for 
those customers, utilizing Web Services to help integrate systems more flexibly 
and take advantage of Services that others provide can be a great first step 
toward SOA. 

IBM’s Smart SOA Message 

SOA has been strategic for IBM software for several years now, primarily within 
the WebSphere brand. Now, however, IBM is moving the SOA messaging outside 
of the individual software brands with their Enabling Business Flexibility program 
that they introduced in 2007 to drive their SOA message across brands, even 
though most of the products that comprise the SOA reference architecture carry 
the WebSphere brand. This broadening of the SOA story reflects IBM’s broad 
heterogeneous support across platforms and applications. From IBM’s 
perspective, Web Services interoperability is a necessary, but small part of the 
story.  

For IBM, the Smart SOA concept is a natural evolution of its SOA strategy. IBM is 
leveraging its experience with thousands of customers to distill a set of best 
practices into a set of industry-specific frameworks that leverage IBM Business 
Consulting Services’ work with numerous customers. IBM’s Smart SOA approach 
covers organizations as their SOA implementations mature in the following four 
steps: 

 Foundational, where they establish greater agility in specific, 
departmental business areas 

 Extend, as they optimize and innovate across end-to-end business 
processes encompassing people, processes, and information 

 Transform, where customers implement business model innovation to 
support the globally integrated enterprise 

 Adapt dynamically, which is a future ideal for sensing and responding to 
market forces automatically. 

IBM continues to make progress in pulling together diverse brands and 
technologies into a cohesive SOA approach across its five software areas: Tivoli 
(Service management and Security), Rational (Development and Quality), 
Information Management (Databases, Content Management, and Information 
Infrastructure), WebSphere (Application Server, Enterprise Service Bus, 
Messaging Middleware, Business Process Management), and Lotus 
(Collaboration and Social Computing). IBM’s strengths in integration software 
generally serve them well in the SOA space, as they are able to provide the 
infrastructure customers require to implement Services in broadly 
heterogeneous environments.  Web 2.0 and Web-Oriented Architecture (WOA) 
are also a part of IBM’s SmartSOA strategy. 

III. Best Practices Offerings 

Microsoft and IBM address the issues of customer best practices in quite 
different ways. Microsoft has chosen to leverage their partners to provide 
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professional services, instead of building their own broad SOA-focused services 
team, relegating their relatively small team of Microsoft Consulting Services 
(MCS) consultants in support of Microsoft products. MCS has helped quite a bit 
with early accounts and Service-oriented design, but Microsoft sees MCS as a 
way to support their product offerings, and as such, MCS consultants cannot 
bring a product-neutral SOA story to customers. 

Microsoft offers best practices outside of traditional consulting offerings through 
the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), as well as a dedicated architecture 
group. Within the MSDN, Microsoft offers The Architecture Journal, which often 
focuses on SOA issues, frequently from a platform-neutral perspective. In 
addition, their SOA Web site at www.microsoft.com/soa frequently addresses 
SOA from a best practices perspective as well. The vast majority of best practices 
advice Microsoft provides to its clients focuses on platform-specific issues. Any 
architect confused over the difference between Web Services integration and 
SOA would find no clarity on the MSDN or Microsoft SOA Web sites, or in The 
Architecture Journal, since the company promotes its Web Services integration-
focused “Real World SOA” concept through those mechanisms. As a result, 
Microsoft’s SOA story focuses on the single-platform context, rather than the 
heterogeneous enterprise context that is IBM’s forte. 

IBM takes an entirely different perspective toward consulting than Microsoft. IBM 
has two major consulting organizations: Global Business Services (GBS), which 
focuses on business-focused guidance and consulting, and Global Technology 
Services (GTS), which offers implementation and technology-level consulting and 
guidance. IBM generates tens of billions of dollars annually from each consulting 
group, and the combined professional services offering is one of the leading 
professional services organizations worldwide. IBM has also created a special 
SOA certification for partners. 

GBS supports their customers’ SOA efforts by building industry models for SOA 
that leverage the Component Business Model (CBM), a comprehensive business 
analysis tool that GBS has customized for each industry. Furthermore, IBM works 
with customers to drive real business outcomes, not just on individual projects, 
but over a longer period of time, including architecture, Service development, 
Service deployment, and SOA management. 

As a global leader in both business and technology consulting, IBM has been in 
the forefront of creating and communicating SOA best practices to their global 
enterprise market. IBM has a wide and diverse set of contributors to IBM’s body 
of SOA best practices, reflecting a global community of practitioners. IBM has 
also made substantial investments in methodology and approach, culminating in 
their Component Business Modeling, SOA Governance and Management Method 
(SGMM), and Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture (SOMA) methodologies.  
IBM has based these approaches on completed SOA engagements. IBM has 
embedded many of these methodologies into their software portfolio, and their 
consultants leverage them on a typical SOA engagements. The depth of these 
resources appears on the IBM AlphaWorks Web site at 
www.alphaworks.ibm.com.  

In spite of this depth of best practices expertise, however, IBM does face its own 
challenges: in some instances, the IBM SOA approach ends up being a product-
first approach to SOA in which IBM consultants encourage customers to begin 
their SOA initiatives by purchasing IBM software. This approach contradicts their 
own architecture-driven technology selection best practices. As a result, many 
IBM customers take an integration middleware-centric approach to their SOA 
implementations as opposed to an architecture-centric approach, which can lead 
to unnecessary costs and inflexibility in their SOA initiatives.  
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IV. Product Comparison: Service Enablement and Runtime 

ZapThink’s perspective on how software should support an enterprise SOA 
initiative is that business requirements should drive the architecture, and 
architecture should drive the technology decisions, which architects should make 
late in the SOA planning process. From this perspective, organizations should 
leverage existing middleware and other infrastructure, thus diminishing the need 
to purchase new technology. 

Software vendors, of course, are in the business of selling software, and 
therefore generally take a contrasting perspective, recommending to customers 
that the best way to implement SOA is by leveraging their infrastructure, which 
goes under a wide variety of names, such as SOA platform, SOA stack, Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB), and Service Fabric. Since buying software is much easier to 
understand and execute on than rearchitecting existing infrastructure, it is very 
common for customers to take the vendors’ advice in this matter.  Nevertheless, 
it’s not clear that purchasing a SOA platform is either a necessary or sufficient 
requirement for SOA, a fact which adds some irony to this section of this paper: 
comparing two leading SOA platform approaches even though ZapThink believes 
that a vendor-centric approach does not represent fundamental SOA best 
practices.  

IBM’s Service Runtime Environment – The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 

In the early part of this decade, IBM considered the ESB to be a software pattern 
rather than a product. The ESB pattern centered on middleware-centric SOA 
infrastructure, and IBM espoused that a variety of different products might 
conform to that pattern. Responding to customer demand and market pressure, 
however, the company revised their story, where an ESB is now both a product 
category as well as a pattern. 

IBM’s lower-end entry into the ESB market is the WebSphere ESB product that 
provides a Web Services-based runtime leveraging WebSphere Application 
Server technology. IBM’s WebSphere Message Broker is their higher end 
offering, helping to further their enterprisewide view of the ESB, not as a single 
product, but as a predictable infrastructure, that combines ESB patterns with 
quality and management. The ESB now represents a consistent infrastructural 
approach centered on connectivity that guarantees a consistent service level and 
quality that multiple IBM products and technologies deliver. 

As ZapThink frequently writes, one of the many challenges with the middleware-
centric approach to SOA is that many organizations already own much of the 
middleware they may need to implement SOA. For such organizations, the 
missing pieces of their middleware infrastructure puzzle center on the need for a 
lightweight SOA intermediary that can perform transformations and content-
based routing decisions, without the need for additional integration middleware. 
Many IBM customers realize that IBM’s DataPower XML appliances are sufficient 
to fit the bill as SOA intermediaries, and as such, they can combine the 
DataPower boxes with existing middleware to conform to IBM’s ESB pattern. 

IBM is comfortable identifying DataPower appliances as examples of ESBs. While 
the application of the ESB term to such appliances may confuse some 
customers, who expect an ESB to be a software-only bus, ZapThink believes that 
lightweight intermediaries like DataPower appliances that are better able to 
abstract existing technology and support a loosely coupled Business Service 
abstraction can often provide a better approach for implementing SOA 
infrastructure than a traditional, integration-centric ESB. 
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Despite their focus on the ESB, IBM’s ESB story is only a part of their overall SOA 
platform strategy. IBM also focuses their SOA infrastructure story on Service 
composition as well as integration with products like the WebSphere Business 
Fabric. IBM generally understands that SOA is not about integration, but rather 
the facilitation of agile business processes in the context of heterogeneous IT 
environments. As a result, their SOA infrastructure terminology is gradually 
evolving from being integration-centric to composition-centric.  

Microsoft’s Perspective on the Enterprise Service Bus  

Both Microsoft and IBM agree to some extent that the term ESB has an 
ambiguous definition in the market. As a growing number of companies began 
marketing their Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and Message-Oriented 
Middleware (MOM) products as ESBs, the term has become associated more 
with a loosely defined class of product, rather than an architectural pattern. As 
such, we should expect both of their perspectives on the ESB concept to 
continue to evolve over time. 

Microsoft does not believe that the ESB is a stand-alone product category. 
Instead, they promote the idea that customers looking to purchase an ESB will 
find that Microsoft offers a superset of ESB functionality. As a result, Microsoft 
doesn’t offer an ESB per se. Rather, it is the company’s position that the 
combination of products such as BizTalk Server and Windows Communication 
Foundation (WCF) provide the ESB capabilities of connecting systems and 
automating business processes for their customers.  

From this perspective, Microsoft believes that ESBs are a transitional technology 
that do not address the full range of integration scenarios that enterprises 
require. As a result, Microsoft is focusing on delivering integration solutions that 
go beyond the ESB, satisfying requirements for messaging, including message 
validation and transformation, business process orchestration and management, 
business activity monitoring, and business rules management, which they have 
built on the proprietary Windows foundation. Microsoft’s SOA vision, with BizTalk 
enabling business processes at the center, is illustrated in the figure below. 

Figure 1: Microsoft’s SOA Vision 

 
Source: Microsoft 
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As detailed in the figure above, the small triangles represent Web Services 
integrations, and BizTalk Server enables integration with a range of systems from 
Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) and WebSphere MQ to SAP, Web Services, 
and many more systems using a distributed hub-and-spoke topology built on top 
of a persisted bus-like architecture. In addition to the integration capabilities of 
traditional ESBs, BizTalk Server delivers support for business process, business 
activity monitoring, and business rules with built-in management and deployment 
of connected systems.  

WCF is Microsoft’s Web Services technology that provides a framework for 
building secure, reliable, and standards-based software. WCF extends the .NET 
Framework with additional functionality, enabling Visual Studio developers to 
build connected systems. In addition to broad support for the WS-* architecture, 
WCF provides a unified framework for building Web Services. The WCF 
programming model combines the capabilities of ASP.NET Web Services (ASMX), 
Web Services Enhancements (WSE), .NET Enterprise Services, .NET Remoting, 
and MSMQ, enabling developers to build distributed applications in the Microsoft 
environment. Microsoft delivers WCF as a core subsystem of Windows Vista and 
is also available on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. BizTalk Server also 
includes a WCF adapter that enables developers to incorporate WCF-based 
Services into business process orchestrations. 

As a result, Microsoft’s message blurs and confuses the difference between Web 
Services integration and SOA. Their SOA message is overly technology-centric, 
and too focused on Web Services. They lack SOA market messaging focused on 
the business value, enterprise architecture, or information and process-centric 
aspects of SOA, other than Web Services-enabled technology-centric aspects.  

V. Product Comparison: Service Lifecycle 

Governance is essential to the success of any SOA initiative, and it’s important to 
apply governance across the full range of SOA activities. SOA governance applies 
during design time, as developers, Service specialists, and process specialists 
plan and implement Services. It also applies at run time, when operations 
personnel manage running Services. Furthermore, governance also applies 
during change time, as the SOA team reconfigures and recomposes Services to 
meet changing process requirements. This span from design time to run time to 
change time, represents the Service lifecycle.  

The design time portion of the Service lifecycle spans Service planning, design, 
discovery, implementation and testing phases, while the run time aspect 
encompasses deployment, operations, support, and versioning tasks. Decisions 
organizations make during design time often directly influence run time results, 
and so most SOA governance approaches consider the feedback between these 
two portions of the lifecycle.  

Change time governance is in some ways an aspect of run time governance, but 
fundamentally is a separate phase in the SOA context. The change time portion 
of the Service lifecycle includes changes to configurations and compositions of 
running Services. Such changes need not impact the underlying execution of the 
Services, and yet managing and enforcing policies during this change time phase 
is an especially important part of the SOA governance picture. 

Microsoft’s Approach to the Service Lifecycle 

Microsoft believes that the greatest challenges facing organizations who are 
implementing SOA are the people and processes that organizations must deal 
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with. The issue as they see it is that SOA breaks boundaries and requires rigor in 
expression of policy, interface, and process. Microsoft understands that 
organizations that are most successful are those who can set up strong 
governance to avoid chaos. Microsoft also believes that problems of governance 
are strained when the quantity of Services increase, but ZapThink has not found 
any evidence that this is necessarily the case. On the contrary, ZapThink finds 
that even a small number of Services can present governance-related 
challenges.  

For Microsoft, SOA lifecycle management equates to effective governance, 
dealing with Service-Level Agreements (SLAs), and policy management. Microsoft 
also addresses SOA Lifecycle management from a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
perspective in their Software + Services strategy. From an architectural 
perspective, they include resource management, service level management, and 
policy management, and Service catalog development as being key to the 
Service lifecycle, but they haven’t formalized the Service lifecycle beyond this 
point. 

Microsoft’s weakness in the Service lifecycle management area is that their 
products and tools can’t effectively manage or exert control over third-party 
Services, either through traffic monitoring or by means of declaring compositions 
and contexts. They offer standards support and basic tooling, but their 
management tools clearly focus on management of the Microsoft environment. 
In addition, the company has not offered a standards-based Service 
registry/repository product that is a standalone addition to their SOA 
infrastructure offerings, other than via partnerships with third-party vendors such 
as HP, SOA Software, or Software AG. This omission is particularly puzzling since 
Microsoft was one of the founding members of the Universal Description, 
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) consortium. 

IBM’s Approach to the Service Lifecycle 

For IBM, the Service Lifecycle goes beyond the design-to-management approach 
that Microsoft favors, to include governance and policy management definition 
and execution processes . Each stage of IBM’s Service lifecycle imposes different 
requirements on metadata management in which policies, schemas, and 
compositions are all part of the SOA metadata story. 

IBM also emphasizes quality management. They don’t see SOA Quality as being 
limited to the quality assurance phase of the lifecycle, but rather includes 
continual change management and reliability for all Service assets, not just Web 
Services. IBM’s Service lifecycle focuses on customer “Entry Points” for SOA: 

 The people entry point enables efficiency through interaction and 
collaboration with application and information services that support 
business.  

 The process entry point offers tools and services to help streamline 
business processes building up to Business Process Management 
(BPM). 

 The information entry point enables access to complex, heterogeneous 
data sources within your company by delivering information as a service. 

 The reuse entry point focuses on building loosely coupled Services that 
support multiple processes within the organization. 

 The connectivity entry point is for customers whose primary objective is 
an integration-centric approach to SOA. 
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IBM leverages their multiple entry points for SOA to deliver solutions that fit the 
customers’ situation and yield a rapid return on investment that enables them to 
leverage the broader IBM portfolio as customer needs grow. To facilitate this 
process, IBM has several programs for identifying an entry point and 
corresponding product set. For example, IBM provides the SOA Sandbox, which 
provides exercises, online demos, whitepapers, and best practice 
documentation, Industry Solutions and Frameworks that focus on particular 
industry or domain pain points, and the SOA Business Catalog, which is 
essentially a clearinghouse of assets that provide specific content for getting 
started with SOA initiatives. 

IBM also promotes an end-to-end solution for SOA governance that includes a 
governance framework for the SOA infrastructure, covering the need for 
organizational change to support the new SOA environment. The framework 
includes both software and best practices, and provides a means to manage the 
lifecycle of Services with SOA governance processes. Leveraging the governance 
framework, IBM helps establish policies, procedures and processes to enable 
decision making throughout the organization.  

Along with Microsoft, IBM was one of the founders of the UDDI consortium. 
However, unlike Microsoft, they produced a commercially viable, standards-
based Service registry/repository product. Their most recent entry into the space, 
the WebSphere Service Registry and Repository (WSRR), offers policy 
management, SOA governance, UDDI support, integration, and interoperability. 
Service lifecycle governance features in WSRR include access control, governed 
entities, actions, socialization, lifecycle model, and audit capabilities. IBM 
extended UDDI with WSRR in order to address aspects of Service metadata and 
Service lifecycle management that UDDI doesn’t cover. Microsoft, on the other 
hand, has basic UDDI registry as part of Windows Server that doesn’t offer the 
same level of features that WSRR delivers. 

WSRR is a Service metadata repository with an extensible model and 
classification approach. It stores and manages Service metadata for ESB and 
Business Process Management (BPM) solutions with high performance caching 
mechanisms. WSRR offers Service lifecycle management, metadata federation, 
SOA governance and policy management on a platform that leverages the 
WebSphere Application Server, and integrates with several other products and 
solutions. It is extensible using open standards as well.  

As the integration and collection point for Service metadata, WSRR establishes a 
central point for finding and managing Service metadata from a number of 
sources, including Service deployments and other and other endpoint registries 
and repositories. WSRR enables organizations to bring together Service 
metadata that are otherwise scattered across an enterprise to provide a single, 
comprehensive description of a Service. WSRR is then able to increase visibility 
of Services, manage versions of Services, and then analyze and communicate 
proposed changes to those Services. WSRR also integrates with Service 
monitoring tools to capture metadata about performance and availability that 
other parts of the SOA infrastructure can access as the copy of record of those 
metadata.  

Just as with the registry/repository product, Microsoft has not focused on the 
management of Services in heterogeneous environments. IBM, on the other 
hand, provides a deep management offering centered on the Tivoli Composite 
Application Manager (ITCAM) for SOA, which monitors, manages and controls 
Services for high availability and performance. ITCAM for SOA offers integrated 
management tools for Web and enterprise infrastructures to aid Service lifecycle 
availability and performance. This product speeds and simplifies the 
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identification and resolution of SOA-related problems through a Services topology 
view into Service flows by displaying Service-to-Service relationships, including 
the ability to drill down to Service implementation metrics. Furthermore, ITCAM 
for SOA supports heterogeneous SOA platforms, including the IBM WebSphere 
family, Microsoft .NET and Oracle WebLogic. 

VI. Product Comparison: Process and Composition 

Fundamental to SOA is a separation between the business requirements and 
logic on the one hand, defined in the form of business processes, and the 
technology on the other, consisting of the infrastructure that underlies the 
Services layer of abstraction. In a properly architected SOA implementation, 
business Services represent the data and processes available to the business 
and the core functionality of the underlying systems. People then compose 
Services into Service Oriented Business Applications (SOBAs) that implement 
business processes, configure SOBAs based upon the applicable business rules 
and policies, and then expose the SOBAs to allow other users to compose new 
SOBAs with them. The implementation of a BPM Suite thus becomes a SOBA 
modeling, execution, management, and optimization platform. 

The only way to satisfy an organization’s increasing need for business agility is by 
making this shift to an environment that meets requirements in a flexible and 
adaptable manner. One of the most important benefits of SOA is the ability to 
create new SOBAs from existing Services. In other words, Service reuse becomes 
the central theme, rather than application integration. As they create new 
Services that they can reuse within new SOBAs, organizations can realize 
significant return from their SOA investment, in terms of both cost efficiencies as 
well as other sources of business value. As a result, the economics of SOBA 
improve over time, as companies build and reuse an increasing number of 
Services. 

Microsoft Service Composition and Business Process 

Microsoft’s core products that focus on Service composition and business 
process are Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) and BizTalk. WF is an integral 
part of the Windows operating system, and enables any Windows-based 
application to support basic process capabilities. In the application arena, 
BizTalk forms the core for orchestration and workflow. BizTalk supports extensive 
application integration and Web Services integration capabilities. 

In the SOA context, a Service composition tool creates a declarative 
representation of the Service composition logic independent of the composed 
Business Services and their underlying implementations. BizTalk, however, 
focuses more on integration of non-Microsoft resources, rather than the 
composition of Services that abstract those resources. In other words, while 
BizTalk can play in a SOA environment, its sweet spot is focused on process 
management and integration in the Microsoft environment. As a result, this tool 
is best suited for the Microsoft environment, and shows a disconnect with the 
SOBA concept that requires implementation-agnostic composition of Services 
and process modeling. Microsoft’s business process support goes beyond WF 
and BizTalk. In fact, they apply business processes to whatever Microsoft 
technologies are appropriate for the task at hand. None of these approaches, 
however, focus on the creation or management of SOBAs, and thus aren’t 
particularly focused on organizations who are implementing SOA. 
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IBM Service Composition and Business Process 

IBM’s notion of business-centric SOA builds on the flexible underpinnings of 
reuse and connectivity to address the business concerns of organizations such 
as fostering a collaborative environment for user interaction, automation of 
business processes, or treating information as Services. IBM defines reuse and 
connectivity in terms of Service-enabling high value IT assets and then 
interconnecting them to each other and throughout the organization regardless 
of location, platform, or protocol.  

IBM is unifying the concepts of SOA and BPM in their go-to-market message. 
IBM’s “BPM Enabled by SOA” notion allows users to become more responsive to 
changing market conditions, including opportunities, new customers, and 
competitive actions for facilitating business change. BPM enabled by SOA 
provides a flexible architectural style in support of efficient process change and 
rapid process deployment.  

For IBM, process improvement focuses on modeling and simulation, business 
activity monitoring, process choreography, human interaction and collaboration, 
and integration of content and forms, as shown in the figure below. 

Figure 2: IBM’s BPM Enabled by SOA Methodology 

 
Source: IBM 

Their product offerings in this space include WebSphere Business Modeler, 
which enables organizations to model, simulate, and optimize business 
processes before IT designs and implements the processes. Business Modeler 
allows the details of the completed model to become input to the development 
team, which supports the fidelity of business requirements transfer from 
business to IT. In addition, this tool empowers business analysts by providing 
traceability, human task consistency and collaboration, and advanced simulation 
for predicting outcomes before deployment. WebSphere Business Modeler 
enables organizations to measure results for continual optimization and 
innovation of their business processes. This tool provides a “business of IT” 
dashboard, role-based insight, and key performance indicators (KPIs) across 
several industries.  

Secondly, the IBM WebSphere Process Server provides a runtime environment 
for business processes. It deploys and executes processes that orchestrate 
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Services. Finally, WebSphere Business Services Fabric accelerates deployment 
with industry-specific best practices. This tool provides pre-built SOBAs and 
Business Services for each of several industry content packs, which support 
respective industry standards.  

Perhaps the strongest part of IBM’s BPM enabled by SOA story is their focus on 
process integrity. Process integrity is the ability to conduct reliable business 
activity in a secure, scalable SOA environment. To gain value from end-to-end 
business processes, customers must ensure integrity in transactions, 
information, and other interactions. However, maintaining integrity across the 
highly distributed processes that SOA supports is a more complex problem than 
in a single, closed system.  

IBM has built process integrity into its offerings, taking into account the specific 
needs of transaction integrity, information integrity and interaction integrity. 
Unlike vendors who are only able to provide integrity in certain aspects of an 
overall process, IBM addresses process integrity at all levels of the SOA 
environment. 

VII. The ZapThink Take 

IBM and Microsoft offer different perspectives to the SOA marketplace, but the 
environment for SOA tends to favor an architecture-centric, heterogeneous, 
platform-agnostic approach over an integration, developer-centric one that 
demands adherence to a single vendor to obtain SOA value. As such, Microsoft 
offers a Web Services integration-centric approach that considers SOA as a 
developer initiative focused on standards-based interoperability. Microsoft 
believes that SOA is about “connected business,” which confuses SOA with 
integration. With this perspective, they’ve minimized the meaning of SOA to be 
appealing only to those that have a limited view of the opportunities that SOA 
represents. Many of the customers they trot out at their events claim to have 
implemented SOA on Microsoft products, but when pressed admit that it’s 
nothing more than Web Services-based integration. 

Microsoft does have a strong message for developers looking for Web Services-
centric SOA tooling that a single-vendor platform infrastructure enables. 
Furthermore, Microsoft has been able to capitalize on their dominance of the 
enterprise desktop to provide a rich range of Service consumer technologies, 
from the Web Service support in Microsoft Office to Windows mobile 
technologies. Microsoft’s SOA story also involves their cross-industry packaged 
applications such as the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications in the Windows Dynamics suite. 
These applications differentiate Microsoft’s and IBM’s strategies. Because 
Microsoft primarily serves the consumer, small business, and midsize business 
markets, while IBM focuses on the enterprise market, their SOA strategies have 
different goals for penetrating the enterprise market.  

Focusing on the developer/integration value proposition for SOA, however, is not 
in Microsoft’s long term interest, nor is it in their competitive sweet spot. 
Microsoft excels when they focus on user empowerment. When they try to focus 
on enterprise integration aspects that hide the technology, they lose their 
competitive advantage. Indeed, Microsoft-as-middleware has much less to offer 
any heterogeneous enterprise than Microsoft-as-Service consumer or provider. 

After all, the real power of SOA is not in standards-based integration, but in the 
power of composing heterogeneous services in environments of continual 
change. Microsoft needs to take advantage of the true opportunities that SOA 
offers by shifting the conversation past Web Services and focusing on enabling 
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location, technology, and process neutral composition of Services in an 
environment of continual change—the vision of SOA. 

IBM, in contrast, has a long-term, enterprise-centric perspective on SOA. With 
buy-in on SOA from the CEO down to the developer, IBM has focused its SOA 
efforts with a combination of thought leadership, an extensive SOA community, a 
deep and broad standards-based SOA product portfolio, and extensive customer 
penetration. As organizations move from basic SOA implementations to more 
advanced ones, IBM’s Smart SOA initiative covers smarter business, smarter 
alignment, smarter product and service offerings, smarter skills, and smarter 
business outcomes. 

IBM’s SOA message is strong for both broad business as well as technology 
audiences, focusing on a holistic approach to SOA across technology, 
organization, and architecture. The company has a long history of leadership in 
enterprise architecture in heterogeneous environments and has the credibility to 
solve critical business process-related IT issues. They are also more consistent in 
their internal application of the SOA message across all its product and service 
portfolios than Microsoft. IBM has significant SOA buy in and aggressive support 
at the highest levels in the organization as well as a multi-billion dollar budget 
and backing to market that message.  

On the other hand, IBM’s message plays better for large organizations than for 
small and medium-sized businesses, primarily due to the fact that there is a 
broad perception in the marketplace that IBM offers a more expensive, albeit 
more comprehensive offering than Microsoft’s, at least in the short term. Many 
companies also perceive IBM’s message as still being a mega-platform play that 
doesn’t leave much room for niche players, although they do have an aggressive 
partnering strategy. In addition, as a result of multiple acquisitions, IBM’s 
numerous software groups and complex internal organization causes message 
confusion and conflict, resulting in occasionally inconsistent SOA messaging. 

IBM also struggles with their software-first approach to SOA, as do most software 
vendors who leverage SOA in their marketing. It is true that their strength in the 
marketplace means that they are able to convince enterprises around the world 
that the key to successful SOA is to purchase IBM software, but that message 
does such customers a disservice. Furthermore, because of IBM’s leadership in 
the SOA marketplace, their strong software-first approach motivates less able 
competitors to use the same positioning, driving the entire industry in the wrong 
direction. 

Microsoft has SOA credibility within its own ecosystem, to its primary audience of 
developers, and relevance to the less-mature portions of the SOA market still 
focused on improving point-to-point integration. Microsoft, however, still 
struggles to make SOA relevant outside specific groups and product areas, and is 
missing key elements of a complete SOA infrastructure including standards-
based registry/repository, management, and robust Service-Oriented Business 
(SOBA) capabilities. IBM leads with a more comprehensive SOA go-to-market 
message, more complete total product, better capability for heterogeneity, and a 
more consistent, well thought-out, and internally supported SOA message. 
Microsoft needs to show SOA thought leadership at the highest levels in the 
organization if it is to compete with IBM in the enterprise.
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